Uncertainty assessments in groundwater modeling applications typically attribute all sources 2 of uncertainty to errors in parameters and inputs, neglecting what may be the primary source 3 of uncertainty, namely, errors in the conceptualization of the system. Confining the set of 4 plausible system representations to a single model leads to under-dispersive and prone to bias 5 predictions. In this work we present a general and flexible approach that combines 6
Introduction and scope 1
With increasing human and climate pressures on groundwater resources, accurate and reliable 2 predictions of groundwater flow and pollutant transport are essential for sustainable 3 groundwater management practices. However, typically, the geological structure is only 4 partially known and point measurements of subsurface properties or groundwater heads are 5 sparse and prone to error. Consequently, incomplete or biased process representation, errors 6 in the specification of initial and boundary conditions, as well as errors in the model 7 parameters, render the predictions of groundwater dynamics and pollutant transport uncertain. 8 9 Over the last decades, considerable efforts have been put in developing methods to determine 10 optimal groundwater parameter values and in quantifying model prediction uncertainty 11 associated with uncertainty in these parameter estimates. This has resulted in a variety of 12 inverse techniques for groundwater modeling applications. We do not wish to provide a 13 complete overview of parameter estimation methods but refer the reader to Sun (1994) and 14 Carrera et al. (2005) for excellent reviews. Despite its extensive application, the major 15 weakness of parameter-calibration approaches is that all sources of uncertainty are attributed 16 to parameter errors. This often results in biased parameter estimates that compensate for 17 errors in model structure, input data and measurement errors. it is Bayesian in nature, which provides a formal framework to incorporate previous 1 knowledge about the model structures and parameters, or to update the estimates should new 2 information become available. The main drawback of the methodology is the computational 3 burden. Due to the presence of multiple local optima in the global likelihood response 4 surface, good performing or behavioral simulators might be well distributed across the 5 hyperspace dimensioned by the set of model structures, input and parameter vectors. This 6 necessitates that the global likelihood surface is extensively sampled. 7 8
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we provide a condensed 9 overview of the GLUE and BMA methodologies, followed by a description of the procedure 10 to integrate both methods. Section 3 details a three-dimensional hypothetical setup that is 11 used to illustrate the integrated uncertainty assessment methodology. Implementation details 12 are described in section 4. In this section we elaborate on the different conceptualizations as 13 well as on input and parameter uncertainty. Results are discussed in section 5 and a summary 14 of conclusions is presented in section 6. 15 16
Methodology for integrated uncertainty assessment 17

Generalized Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) methodology 18
GLUE is a Bayesian Monte Carlo simulation technique based on the concept of equifinality 19 (Beven and Binley, 1992; Beven and Freer, 2001 ). It rejects the idea of a single correct 20 representation of the system in favor of many acceptable or behavioral system representations 21 that should be considered in the evaluation of uncertainty associated with predictions (Beven, 22 2005b ). For each simulator sampled from a prior set of possible system representations a 23 likelihood measure is calculated that reflects the ability of the simulator to simulate the 24 system responses, given the available training data. Simulators that perform below a rejection 25 criterion are discarded from the further analysis and the likelihood measures of retained 26 simulators are rescaled so as to render the cumulative likelihood equal to one. Ensemblepredictions are based on the predictions of the retained set of simulators, weighted by their 1 respective rescaled likelihood. 2 3 The likelihood or "goodness of fit" used in GLUE must be seen in a much wider sense than 4 the formal likelihood functions used in traditional statistical estimation theory. The 5 likelihoods used in GLUE are a measure of the ability (performance) of a simulator to 6 reproduce a given set of training data. Therefore, they represent an expression of belief in the 7 predictions of that particular simulator rather than a formal definition of probability being the 8 correct representation of the system (Binley and Beven, 2003) . However, the GLUE 9 methodology is fully coherent with a formal Bayesian approach when the use of a classical 10 likelihood function is justifiable based on the nature of the residuals (see e.g., Romanowicz et 11 al., 1994). 12 13 Some critiques have recently been raised concerning the subjective nature of some decisions 14 that have to be made in order to implement the GLUE methodology (see e.g., Mantovan As a first likelihood measure, we consider a Gaussian likelihood function (1), which is based 5 on the assumption that the residuals follow a normal distribution centered on zero. For a 6
given number of observations, N, the Gaussian likelihood is given by 7 8 ( )
where, C D is the covariance matrix of the observed system variables. 11
12
The second measure implemented is the model efficiency likelihood function (2) (Freer and 13 Beven, 1996; Feyen et al., 2001; Jensen, 2003) , which is based on the Nash-Sutcliffe 14 efficiency criterion (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) with shaping factor S, and is given by 15 BMA provides a coherent framework for combining predictions from multiple competing 13 conceptual models to provide a more realistic and reliable description of the total prediction 14 uncertainty. It is a statistical procedure that infers consensus predictions by weighing 15 predictions from competing models based on their relative skill, with predictions from better 16 performing models receiving higher weights than those of worse performing models. 
is the prior probability of model M k , and ( ) 
is the joint prior probability distribution of ( )
The leading moments of the BMA prediction of ∆ are given by (Draper, 1995) 17 aquitard) and 20 m (lower aquifer). We assume statistically homogeneous deposits with a 1 constant mean hydraulic conductivity K (see Table 1 ). Smaller-scale variability is represented 2 using the theory of random space functions, adopting isotropic exponential covariance 3 functions for lnK in all layers. The spatial distribution of the hydraulic conductivity in the 4 layers of the example setup, as well as any other realization of the hydraulic conductivity 5 field used in this work, is generated using the sequential Gaussian simulation (sgsim) 6 algorithm of the Geostatistical Software Library (Deutsch and Journel, 1998) . Parameters of 7 the covariance function of lnK for the different layers are presented in Table 1 . 
Implementation of the methodology 1
Alternative conceptual models 2
Theoretically, all possible models of relevance could be included in M . However, the 3 number of potentially feasible models may be exceedingly large, rendering their exhaustive 4 inclusion in M infeasible (Hoeting et al., 1999). We adopt the idea of Ockham's Window 5 (Madigan and Raftery, 1994) to consider a relatively small set of the most parsimonious 6 models in view of the knowledge about the system and their ability to explain the data. As a 7 consequence, the joint predictions do not represent all possibilities but only a limited range, 8
conditional on the ensemble of conceptual models used to describe the groundwater system. 9
10
We consider the following seven conceptualizations with increasing complexity to describe 11 the three-dimensional hypothetical setup presented in section 3: (1), (2) and (3) one-layer 12 models with mean K and spatial correlation law of layer 1 (1Lhtg-L1), layer 2 (1Lhtg-L2) and 13 layer 3 (1Lhtg-L3) of the three-dimensional hypothetical setup, respectively; (4) a one-layer 14 model with average mean K and spatial correlation (1Lhtg-AVG); (5) a two-layer model with 15 mean K and spatial correlation taken from layer 1 and layer 3 (2Lhtg); (6) a two-layer quasi-16 three-dimensional model with mean K and spatial correlation taken from layer 1 and layer 3, 17 and mean K of layer 2 used to define the aquitard (2LQ3Dhtg); and (7) 
Parameterization 24
The focus of this work is on the assessment of conceptual uncertainty. Therefore, we confine 25 the dimensionality of the analysis by considering uncertainty only in the input variables and 26 parameters related to the evapotranspiration process, lateral boundary conditions, riverdescription and recharge process, i.e., input variables and parameters that are common to all 1 setups (see Table 2 ). Realizations of the hydraulic conductivity field of the different layers in 2 the alternative conceptualizations are generated with the same mean K and spatial correlation 3 law as the respective layers in the three-dimensional hypothetical setup (values listed in Table  4 1). For the 1Lhtg-AVG conceptualization the averages of these values are used. Although the 5 nature of the underlying structure is assumed to be known, hence only the realization space is 6 sampled, uncertainty in the mean hydraulic conductivity and spatial correlation function can 7 be accounted for using, for example, the Bayesian methods presented in Feyen et al., (2002) . 8 9
Prior distributions 10
We assign equal prior probabilities to the seven conceptualizations and adopt uniform prior Table 2 ). The vertical dashed lines represent the true values used in 13 the three-dimensional hypothetical setup. It is seen from this figure that model performance is 14 highly sensitive to variables RECH and CH, as expressed by the well defined regions of 15 attraction centered on the true values (Figures 3a and 3b) . 
The plots in Figure 4 show that for increasing model complexity the regions of attractions 4 become more pronounced, or less diffuse, especially for the parameters to which model 5 performance is most sensitive. Plates a, b and c indicate that the two most sensitive 6 parameters (RECH and CH) are inversely correlated, with a tendency to a more defined 7 relationship with increasing model complexity. The other parameters do not show any strong 8 correlation, mainly due to the low sensitivity of the model performance to these parameters. conceptual model, approximated using equations (9) and (10), are presented in Table 3 . The 2 posterior model probabilities represent the ability of each of the alternative models to 3 reproduce the observed data in the training period. 4 5 As previously stated, models 1Lhtg-L1 and 1Lhtg-L2 produced no results as none of the 6 simulations were able to meet the acceptance criteria. Hence, their integrated model 7 likelihood was set to zero and they were discarded in the calculation of the model ensemble 8 predictive distribution. In Table 3 it is seen that posterior model probability of the other 9 alternative conceptual models increases slightly from 0.18 to 0.22 with increasing level of 10 model complexity. The small difference in posterior model probability implies that, for the 11 given setup, the head observations do not allow to make a further distinction in performance 12 between the five retained conceptualizations. These results confirm that in real applications, 13 where the true hydrological concept is unknown and conditioning data are typically limited to 14 For illustrative purposes the methodology was applied to a three-dimensional hypothetical 1 setup consisting of two aquifers separated by an aquitard, in which the flow field was 2 considerably affected by pumping wells and spatially variable hydraulic conductivity. A set 3 of 16 head observations sampled from this setup was used as conditioning data. The 4 proximity of the simulations to these observations was evaluated using three different 5 likelihood functions, including a formal statistical one. Seven alternative conceptualizations 6 with increasing complexity were adopted and only uncertainty in parameters and inputs that 7 were common to all conceptual models were considered. Two of the simpler one-layer 8 models were discarded from the further analysis as they failed to meet a subjectively chosen 9 criterion of closeness between the simulated and observed heads. For the other 10 conceptualizations convergence of the first and second moment of the predicted variable 11 distributions was achieved in less than 10,000 retained simulations. The integrated likelihoods of the five retained models increased slightly with increasing 23 model complexity. The small differences in posterior model probability indicate that the set 24 of 16 head observations did not allow a further discrimination between the five retained 25 models. Nevertheless, predictive distributions of groundwater budget terms showed to be 26 considerably different in shape, central moment and spread among the models. When thealternative conceptual model approached the true three-dimensional hypothetical setup, 1 confidence intervals were in general smaller and predictions were less biased. BMA, on the 2 other hand, provided consensus predictions yielding a more reliable estimation of the 3 predictive uncertainty. The contribution of model uncertainty to the total predictive 4 uncertainty varied between 5 to 30% depending on the groundwater budget term. The relative 5 contribution of model uncertainty for the different groundwater budget terms provides useful 6 information for updating the model concept or guiding data collection to optimally reduce 7 conceptual uncertainty. 8
9
The results of this study strongly advocate the idea to address conceptual model uncertainty 10 in the practice of groundwater modeling. With a hypothetical example it was shown that a set 11 of head observations, which in reality may often be the only information available about the 12 system dynamics, did not allow discriminating between a set of five models ranging from a 13 simple one-layer model to a conceptualization approaching the true three-dimensional setup. 14 Nevertheless, predictions of groundwater budget terms differed considerably among these 15 models. The use of a single model may result in smaller uncertainty intervals, hence an 16 increased confidence in the model simulations, but is very likely prone to statistical bias. 17 Also, in the presence of conceptual model uncertainty, which per definition can not be 18 excluded, this gain in accuracy in the short-term may have serious implications when using 19 the model for long-term predictions in which the system is subject to new stresses. It is 20 therefore advisable to explore a number of alternative conceptual models to obtain consensus 21 predictions that are more conservative, hence that are more likely to bracket the true system 22 responses. 23
24
It is expected that including other qualitative or quantitative sources of conditioning data, 25 such as conductivity data, geological profiles, transient groundwater head information, or 26 recharge estimates will allow a better differentiation between alternative models to further 1 reduce model uncertainty. These topics will be subject of future research. 2 3 Acknowledgments 4
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